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Abstract
Piezoelectric nanocrystals have been used for self-powered nanosystems, implantable
biodevices, wireless sensors and portable/wearable electronics. A profound way to increase the
output voltage (or power) of the piezoelectric devices is to utilize a material with higher
piezoelectric constants. (1−x)Pb (Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3−x PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) has been considered
as the piezoelectric material of the next generation due to the high piezoelectric constant. The
high flexibility, sensitivity and strain tolerance of PMN-PT nanostructures make them ideal for
self-powered nanosystems. This article reviews the fabrication and structural characterization of
different PMN-PT nanostructures, and their applications in various devices.

Keywords: PMN-PT nanostructures, piezoelectric constant, energy scavenging, piezoelectric
nanogenerator

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Mechanical energies associated with body movements [1–4],
random vibrations, and mechanical waves are ubiquitous and
approachable at any time without the limitations of natural
resources. Piezoelectric material can transform mechanical
deformations directly into electrical charges, thus allowing
convenient energy harvesting from the environment. The
energy generated by piezoelectric materials is large enough to
sustain the operation of self-powered low-power consumption
electronic devices, MEMS systems, wearable electronics [5],
and wireless sensors.

Among the various piezoelectric materials including ZnO
[6], GaN [7–9], CdS [10], AlGaN [7], PZT [11], and InN
[7, 12], PMN-PT has the highest reported piezoelectric
constant (d33=2500 pmV−1 [13] for bulk) and thus has been
considered as the next-generation piezoelectric material. PMN-
PT nanostructures have also been used as essential building
blocks for various devices, such as a flexible self-powered

sensor based on a PMN–PT nanowire nanocomposite [14], a
FeRh/PMN-PT heterostructure for large resistivity change
[15], vibration-based energy harvesters made of a PMN-PT/
PDMS composite beam [16] or single crystal PMN-PT patches
[17], use of solid–solid phase transformations in PIN-PMN-PT
for energy harvesting [18] and a single piezoelectric nano-
generator based on PMN-PT nanobelt [19]. PMN-PT nanos-
tructures including nanowires, nanoparticles and nanobelts
have various advantages in energy scavenging applications.
For example, nanowires and nanobelts have a high ratio of
length over the cross area, making them highly sensitive to
small-level mechanical disturbances and favorable for high
voltage/power output. Furthermore, nanowires and nanobelts
are highly flexible to sustain large strain, thus reducing the risk
of damage in high-frequency vibration conditions. This feature
elongates the service life and broadens the safety vibration
frequency/amplitude range of devices made of piezoelectric
nanostructures.

This article aims to review the fabrication, structural
characterization and applications of different PMN-PT
nanostructures reported recently. This work is expected to
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serve as a reference for the future investigation of other PMN-
PT nanostructures and their energy scavenging applications.

2. PMN-PT nanostructures

2.1. Single-crystal PMN-PT nanowires

In 2012, Xu et al [20] synthesized single-crystal PMN-PT
nanowires through a hydrothermal method, which was the
first 1D PMN-PT nanostructure ever obtained. This method
provides a low-cost and low-temperature way to produce
high-quality single-crystal nanowires, which show a piezo-
electric constant up to 381 pm V−1, with an average value of
373±5 pmV−1. Specifically, Poly(ethylene glycol)-200 and
methanol were mixed with stoichiometric amounts of lead
acetate trihydate, magnesium2,4-pentanedionante dehydrate,
niobium ethoxide, titanium diisopropoxide bisacetyl acet-
onate, and 1,1,1-tri-(hydroxymethyl)ethane under a stirring
condition. The resulting sol−gel was dispersed into distilled
(DI) water to form a solution under a strong stirring condition,
into which KOH was slowly added until a white precipitate
formed. It was then introduced into a homemade autoclave,
sealed in an oven at 200 °C for 10 h. After cooling, the yellow
suspension was washed with DI water and ethanol to remove
any unwanted elements and dried at ∼100 °C in an oven
overnight. A white powder which consisted of PMN-PT
nanowires was obtained as the final product. The PMN-PT
nanowires have uniform diameters, as shown in figure 1(a).
An XRD (x-ray diffraction) θ–2θ scan measurement of the
obtained nanowires shown in figure 1(b) proved that they
were pure perovskite structured PMN-PT with lattice con-
stants of a=4.03 Å, b=4.00 Å, and c=4.02 Å. However,
an EDS (Energy-dispersive spectrum) of the PMN-PT nano-
wires showed that impurity elements (e.g. potassium) still
existed, possibly due to the diffusion of potassium atoms into
the nanowire under high temperature and high pressure
environment. The piezoelectric coefficient of a single PMN-
PT nanowire was measured by piezoelectric force microscopy
(PFM) and shown in figure 1(c). The average measured d33
value was 373±5 pmV−1, which is much higher than the
maximum reported value of ZnO (26.7 pm V−1) [21] and PZT
(130 pmV−1) [22] nanostructures. However, the piezoelectric
performance of each individual PMN-PT nanowire could not
be guaranteed, because it is impractical to control the com-
position and orientation of each individual PMN-PT
nanowire.

The synthesized PMN-PT nanowires were sequentially
used as the building core of a flexible piezoelectric nano-
composite and device [14]. Specifically, the hydrothermally-
prepared nanowires were mixed with polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) to produce a piezoelectric nanocomposite slurry,
which was then spin-casted onto a metal-coated plastic sub-
strate and cured. Another piece of coated polyimide film was
then placed on top of the nanocomposite with a very thin
layer of PDMS and cured. The nanocomposite was thus
sandwiched between two Au electrodes, which were bonded
with two electrical leads. By tapping the device vertically

using the plastic handle of a screwdriver, the device generated
a periodic voltage signal of 4.2–7.8 V in an open circuit. It
also generated a positive closed-circuit current signal of
1.58–2.29 μA and a negative closed-circuit current signal of
0.7–1.36 μA. The maximum voltage of 7.8 V was over 2
times larger than that of nanocomposite BaTiO3 [23] and
NaNbO3 devices (3.2 V) [24]. The maximum current of
2.29 μA was over 6 times larger than that of a BaTiO3

nanoparticle-based nanocomposite (0.35 μA) [23] and over
30 times larger than that of a NaNbO3 nanowire-based
nanocomposite (0.072 μA) [24], respectively. The current
density of the PMN−PT nanocomposite based device was
about 4.58 μA/cm2, which was 2 orders of magnitude higher
than that of BaTiO3 [23] and NaNbO3 [24] nanostructure
based nanocomposites, and 15% higher than that of well-
aligned single crystal PZT nanowire array based device
(4 μA/cm2) [25]. The PMN−PT nanocomposite device also
showed high sensitivity as a self-powered dynamical
mechanical sensor, since a strain as small as 0.01% could be
detected [14].

2.2. Single-crystal PMN-PT nanoparticles

During the mechanical deformation of the piezoelectric
nanostructures to generate electricity, defects inevitably form
and essentially determine their mechanical reliability and
overall piezoelectric performance. Therefore, understanding
defects behavior in PMN-PT nanostructures is of scientific
and technical importance. Various deformation behaviors,
such as boundary cracking [26], and domain wall evolution
[27], have been studied in micrometer-scale PMN-PT crys-
tals. However, a similar study of defects in nanoscale PMN-
PT crystals is not a trivial task, because it is fairly difficult to
synthesize pure PMN-PT nanocrystals with the desired
composition, and much harder to observe defects within these
nanocrystals directly during deformation.

To overcome this challenge and fill the gap, Wu et al [28]
invented an approach to simultaneously synthesize, deform
PMN-PT nanocrystals, and study defect behaviors within
them. This approach was made possible by an in situ TEM
(transmission electron microscopy) technique. As the first
step, a hydrothermal method was used to fabricate single-
crystal PMN-PT nanowires with the desired composition. The
typical lengths of the prepared nanowires were ∼2–40 μm
(studied by SEM). The composition of the obtained nano-
wires was close to 0.68 Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–0.32 PbTiO3,
which was revealed by Energy Dispersive Spectrum (EDS)
analysis and desirable. Sequentially for in situ TEM obser-
vation, the PMN-PT nanowires were transferred onto TEM
Cu grid, and ablated by high-energy electron beam
(200 KeV). There were no nanoparticles (NPs) before
exposing the nanowire (NW) to the electron beam. However,
immediately after exposure to the electron beam, NPs were
generated rapidly and their sizes grew tremendously in a
quick manner. The total number of particles increased rapidly
to a peak value (∼130 s), and then decreased sharply to a
plateau (∼1100 s). Gradually the sizes and number of NPs
turned out to be stable, and the NW matrix was completely
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damaged, becoming amorphous due to electron beam
exposure.

However, although the size of the NPs stopped changing,
the inside crystal structure still evolved due to the continuous
irradiation of electron beam, which caused electrons to
accumulate on the surface of NPs. This was because NPs
were severely deformed by the large internal stress induced
by uneven distributions of electron fields. Various defects,
such as deformation twins (DT), stacking faults (SF), and
partial dislocations (PD) were revealed by close-up HRTEM
investigation. Figure 2(a) shows the twin formation, migra-
tion and de-twinning process inside a PMN-PT NP under
electron-beam irradiation. At first, the single-crystal NP had
no planar defects inside it. Then the grain boundaries (GB)
migrated along with the change of kink angle between the
adjacent GBs, due to electron beam irradiation. The shift of
consecutive {111} planes would generate a mirror-symmetric

twin structure in the PMN-PT NP. If Shockley partial dis-
locations with the same Burgers vector glide on successive
{111} planes after the twin was formed, the twin thickness
would increase, along with the migration of twin boundaries
(TB). Last but not least, a de-twinning process was also
observed, due to the gliding of Shockley partial dislocations
with the opposite Burgers vectors on successive {111}
planes. Moreover, 5-fold twins were also observed in PMN-
PT NPs irradiated by electron beam, and shown in figure 2(b).
For such complex twin structures to form, the PMN-PT NP
was observed to grow into a Mark’s decahedron at the first
place. Initial TBs were generated from the boundaries of
Mark’s decahedron, and multiple Shockley partial disloca-
tions induced from GBs or the existing TBs would transform
the existing twins into a 5-fold twin, which is a junction of
five tetrahedrons with twin-related adjoining faces. Fast
Fourier transform (FFT) analyses (figures 2(b)-(II) & (IV))

Figure 1. Fabrication and characterization of PMN-PT nanowires. (a) SEM image of PMN-PT nanowires showing their morphology and size.
(b) XRD θ–2θ scan showing the orientation of PMN-PT nanowires. (c) PFM characterization of PMN-PT nanowires, from which the
piezoelectric constant can be measured. Reprinted with permission from [20]. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.
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Figure 2. Planar defects in PMN-PT nanoparticles. (a) HRTEM images of twin formation, migration and de-twinning processes in PMN-PT
nanoparticles. (b) A close-up HRTEM image of the 5-fold twin structure and the corresponding FFT pattern. (c) 5 IFFT patterns clearly
demonstrate five domains within the NP separately. (d) The Fourier spatial frequencies chosen as the mask for each IFFT. (e) Time lapsed
series of in situ HRTEM images showing the formation of a stacking fault in a PMN-PT NP. Reprinted from [28], Copyright (2016), with
permission from Elsevier.
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revealed that the GBs of the NP were {020} planes, and the
TBs were {111} planes. Figure 2(c) shows that the five
domains of the 5-fold twin structure can be demonstrated
clearly by applying masks on different combinations of
Fourier spatial frequencies of {111} and {020} planes,
respectively. In addition to DTs, the generation and elimina-
tion of SFs were also observed in PMN-PT NPs due to
electron irradiation, which enabled the gliding of Shockley
partial dislocations on successive {111} planes, and thus the
evolution of SFs, as shown in figure 2(e).

The above-mentioned approach reported by Wu et al [28]
to study defects in piezoelectric nanocrystals overcame var-
ious disadvantages of the nanoindentation TEM holder, which
was the exclusive method to study defects in TEM. The
specifically-designed TEM holder has a flat diamond punch
on its tip to deform the TEM grid or the whole sample, so that
the deformation is not localized to individual nanocrystals.
Furthermore, the nanoindentation TEM holder usually
requires a complex configuration, limiting its wide applica-
tion. It also induces trouble because the typical gap between
the magnetic pole pieces in TEM is too small for commer-
cially available nanoindentation holders. Furthermore, the 3D
geometries of both the indenter and the sample are difficult to
be determined, such that the deformation of nanocrystals may
easily be off-zone.

In contrast, Wu’s approach [26] can be used for any
commercial TEM, without the requirements of the design of
the microscope. The complex configuration, set-up and high
costs are avoided for users. Any on-zone nanocrystals can be
picked up for TEM study, saving the trouble of aligning the
deformed nanocrystals in TEM. In addition, the deformation
of nanocrystals is precisely controlled in a localized area,
simply by controlling the locations of the electron beam.

2.3. PMN-PT nanobelt with single-crystal structure

To accurately control the dimension, composition and out-of-
plane orientation of individual PMN-PT nanostructures dur-
ing fabrication, and thus further improve their piezoelectric
properties, Wu et al [19] used the Focused Ion beam (FIB)
technique to fabricate a high-quality PMN-PT nanobelt with a
single crystal structure from PMN-PT bulk, whose crystal
orientation was examined before FIB-cutting. The single-
crystal bulk crystal with {001}c out-of-plane orientation was
proved by an x-ray diffraction (XRD) θ–2θ pattern. SEM and
3D confocal microscopy images show that the FIB-cut PMN-
PT nanobelt was rectangular with sizes of 24 μm long,
0.25 μm thick and 5 μm wide (figure 3(a)). Energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) indicates that the PMN-PT nanobelt has a
composition of 0.67 Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-0.33 PbTiO3. TEM
analysis shown in figure 3(b) demonstrates a single-crystal
nanobelt with (100) out-of-plane orientation and almost no
defects.

Due to the precisely controlled composition, orientation
and dimension of the nanobelt during FIB fabrication, the
piezoelectric constant of the nanobelt was expected to be
higher than other nanostructured materials. Piezo-response
Force Microscopy (PFM) was used to characterize its

piezoelectric properties on the nanoscale with high resolution
[29]. The morphology map and phase map obtained simul-
taneously show a strong piezoelectric response from the
nanobelt. The piezoelectric displacement vs. voltage curves
were measured from the PMN-PT nanobelt, and d33 (effective
piezoelectric constant) could be obtained by fitting the curves
and deriving the slopes. The maximum measured d33 value
was measured to be 550 pm V−1 (figure 3(c)), which was ∼21
times higher than the maximum value reported for the ZnO
nanostructure [21], and 4.3 times higher than that of PZT
[22]. Compared with the record-high value of the first 1D
PMN-PT nanostructure, the d33 of PMN-PT nanobelt is still
1.5 times higher [20]. This super high piezoelectric constant
should be attributed to the accurately-controlled crystal
orientation of the nanobelt throughout the fabrication and
PFM characterization processes.

The FIB-cut PMN-PT nanobelt was then used as the
essential building block for a nano-sensor to prove its stress-
sensing ability. A Pt/Ir coated AFM tip was used as the stress
generator, while characterizing the mechanoelectrical trans-
duction performance of the PMN-PT nanobelt. When the tip
was pressing into the nanobelt thus applying pressure onto its
surface, a current signal was generated correspondingly, as
shown in figure 3(d). This is because the potential difference
due to externally applied pressure was balanced by a periodic
electrical current flow through the external circuit. In contrast,
if the same tip force was applied onto the Si substrate coated
with Au and Ti, almost no electric current would be gener-
ated. Therefore the nanoscale sensor based on the single
PMN-PT nanobelt was performing well. The current gen-
eration mechanism of the nanobelt is explained in detail as
follows. When the Pt/Ir coated AFM tip was not in contact
with the sample, the nanobelt was completely relaxed and the
piezopotential (the electric potential induced by the defor-
mation of piezoelectric materials due to the piezoelectric
effect) drop along out-of-plane orientation would be zero
because no stress was applied. Then a piezopotential would
be generated when the tip was pressing into the nanobelt to
apply an external pressure. The induced potential difference
would be balanced by electrons flowing through the external
circuit, such that a current peak would be generated. Since the
tip was then raised up and not in contact with the nanobelt,
the reverse electrical current would not be detected due to the
disconnected external circuit.

To demonstrate the energy scavenging capability of the
PMN-PT nanobelt, it was also used as the core of a macroscopic
piezoelectric nanogenerator. Specifically, a flexible 4 cm ∗
3 cm ∗ 0.01 cm polyimide (PI) film was used as the substrate,
onto which the nanobelt was secured by silver paste for both
fixing and conducting. Electrical measurement was performed by
bonding two Cu wires to two ends of the nanobelt. The electrical
signal was generated along the [001]c direction by carefully
controlling the nanobelt’s crystal orientation during device
assembly. Finally a thin layer of PDMS was used as the capping
layer to protect the device and to avoid mechanical deformation.
A small hammer was used to tap the device and to generate
voltage, such that the energy harvesting ability of the device can
be observed. In a forward-connection scenario of the device, a
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periodic positive open-circuit voltage signal would be generated
under tapping, with values in the range of 0.6–1.2 V (figure 3(e)).
When the device was tapped, a large positive peak would first be
generated and then a negative peak would appear due to the
relaxation of device and the consequent damping effect. Due to
the ferroelectric nonlinear behavior (minor loops on ferroelectric
hysteresis loop) of the PMN-PT, there is a difference between the
intensities of the positive and negative peaks (the negative volt-
age peak value is smaller than the positive voltage peak value). A
switching-polarity test demonstrated that the output signals were
indeed piezoelectric signals. In the scenario of reverse connec-
tion, positive peaks have values of 0.1–0.4V, and negative peaks
ranged from −0.5 to −1.2V. The maximum value of generated
voltage is 400%, 1300%, and 2600% higher than those of
piezoelectric nanogenerators based on CdTe [30], ZnSnO3 [31],
and ZnO [3, 32] nanostructures. This superior voltage generated
by the PMN-PT nanobelt nanogenerator demonstrated its energy
harvesting capability and application as a self-powered device.

3. Conclusions

In summary, PMN-PT nanostructures including nano-
wires, nanoparticles and nanobelts have been fabricated
through hydrothermal reactions, electron-beam irradiation

and focused-ion-beam cutting approaches, respectively.
The piezoelectric coefficient of the hydrothermally-pre-
pared PMN-PT nanowires was up to 381 pm V−1 with an
average value of 373±5 pm V−1, much higher than the
maximum reported values of 1D ZnO and PZT nanos-
tructures. These PMN−PT nanowires were sequentially
applied as the building core of a piezoelectric nano-
composite device, whose maximum output voltage and
current reached 7.8 V and 2.29 μA, respectively. The
superior performance and the flexibility of the PMN−PT
nanocomposite showed a promising application for energy
harvesting and self-powered sensing purposes. After the
synthesis of PMN-PT nanowires, PMN-PT nanoparticles
were also fabricated by continuous electron beam irra-
diation on the nanowires within the TEM column. The
uneven distributions of electrons (electric fields) within the
PMN-PT nanocrystals generated internal mechanical strain
(induced by piezoelectric effect) to deform them, such that
defects evolution was directly observed in these nano-
particles with high spatial resolution. This approach
enabled simultaneous synthesis, deformation and defects
investigation of PMN-PT nanoparticles, overcoming var-
ious disadvantages of the traditional nanoindentation TEM
holder. The knowledge obtained for defect behaviors in
piezoelectric nanoparticles was essential for understanding
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Figure 3. PMN-PT nanobelt preparation and characterization. (a) The FIB cutting process of a (001) surface dominated nanobelt. (b) A high-
resolution TEM image demonstrating a defect-free single-crystalline structure of the nanobelt. The 4.03 A lattice spacing corresponds to the
(001) lattice plane. (c) The frequency dependence of the piezoelectric coefficient measured for PMN-PT nanobelt. (d) The periodic electrical
current measured as a response of the force signal applied on the PMN-PT nanobelt. (e) A typical voltage generation graph of the single
PMN–PT nanobelt-based nanogenerator when forwardly connected. Reproduced from [19]. CC BY 4.0.
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deformation mechanisms, controlling piezoelectric per-
formance and affecting the mechanical reliability of
piezoelectric nanoparticles. A single crystalline PMN-PT
nanobelt was also fabricated by FIB, during which the
composition, crystal orientation and dimensions of the
PMN-PT nanobelt was accurately controlled. The resultant
piezoelectric constant was the highest among the piezo-
electric nanostructures, outperforming the hydrothermally-
prepared PMN-PT nanowires by 50 percent. Furthermore,
the crystal orientation of the PMN-PT nanobelt was also
well-controlled during device assembly, enabling a lateral
piezoelectric nanogenerator with superior performance
based on an individual PMN-PT nanobelt. The voltage
generated by the device was ∼4, 13 and 26 times larger
than that of piezoelectric nanogenerators built on CdTe,
ZnSnO3 and ZnO nanostructures, respectively. The
superior performance demonstrated the energy harvesting
capability of the PMN-PT nanobelt as a self-powered
device, and enriched the material choices.
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